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Take Note of Eco-friendly Smart Farming 

Gijang-gun recently changed its agreement with the Korean Film Council and the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism to offer full exemption of usage fees for the Busan 
Filming Center and in the case the Korean Film Council decides to buy land for its operations in Gijang, Gijang will adhere to this. Such outcomes are the result of Gijang’s 
full acceptance of parts of the demands of the film industry in order ensure smooth construction of the filing center.

Construction on the Busan Filming Center, which is 
to be located in the Gijang Ceramics Tourism Healing 
Village, will begin in the first half of this year and is 
scheduled to be completed in 2021. The filming 
center, which will have 66 billion won invested in it 
from the selling of the current Namyangju Filming 
Center, is the largest comprehensive filming facility in 
Korea with three film shooting studios, video support 
facilities, production support facilities, artwork facil-
ities and outdoor shooting sites. In addition, with 3D 
shooting using virtual reality also being possible, it is 
expected there will be new advancements made in the 
Korean film industry. 

The Gijang Agricultural Technology Center will provide training until January 17 to 
train farmers who will lead the future. The program will provide training on future 
food industry direction, high-quality rice production technology, understanding of 
smart agriculture, and the encounter between urban agriculture and humanities. The 
Gijang Agricultural Technology Center has selected a professional instructor who is 
experienced in the field and has prepared a program for farmers who run farms.

100 CCTVs to be Installed in Gijang 

Gijang County, Busan Gijang Police Station, and Busan Metropolitan Corporation 
signed a joint cooperation agreement to bring the three organizations together for 
resident safety and crime prevention. The main contents of the agreement are to 
install 100 CCTVs for crime prevention to prevent various crimes and accidents oc-
curring in Gijang County, which occupies the largest area in Busan.
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Daeryong Village Unmanned Cafe Yaya

Exhibition type: Mixed

Location: 17 Daeryong 1-gil, Jangan-eup

Exhibition type: Painting, Sculptures & Ceramics

Location: 821-12 Giryong-ri, Jangan-eup

Telephone: 010-4542-4364

Exhibition type: Pottery

Location: 40-1 Giryong-gil, Jangan-eup

Telephone: 704-4510

Exhibition type: Painting & lacquer craft

Location: 163 Haemaji-ro, Jangan-eup

Telephone: 010-2998-0719

Exhibition type: Paintings

Location: 7 Samsung 3-gil, Ilgwang-myeon

Telephone: 636-7707

Exhibition type: Paintings

Location: 32 Muyang-ro, Gijang-eup

Telephone: 611-4111

Exhibition type: Paintings

Location: 504 Gijanghaean-ro, Gijang-eup

Telephone: 010-7118-8402

Exhibition type: Paintings

Location: 15 Samsung 1-gil, Ilgwang-myeon

Telephone: 723-3520

Gallery M

Mijo Ceramics

Inhwa Gallery Café

Buk

Gallery Haerang

Jaewoo Gallery

Yeonha192

Enjoy a relaxing time with a cup of hot tea at a gallery cafe 

Busan National Science Museum: Mysterious World of Science 
The Busan National Science Museum is a popular exhibition for children as well as adults as more than 
90% of the 200 exhibits are experiential. In commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the moon landing, 
the museum is holding a special exhibition, 'The Challenge to Space,' where you can see the experience of 
weightlessness, growing crops in space, and energy production facilities. The special exhibition will be held 
until March 1, and the admission fee is 5,000 won for adults, 4,000 won for teenagers and 2,000 won for 
infants.

Jeonggwan Museum: Get to Know Us! 
Until January 16, Jeonggwan Museum will run an educational program titled 'Our Family’s Day Out at the Museum ' for families with children. The program is divided into 
two parts, for children aged 6-7 years old and students in elementary school grades 1-3. For the program aimed at children who are 6-7 years old, visitors can experience 
the craft of making houses from the period of the Three States using various materials, and look at the house-shaped pottery and houses from the period of the Three States. 
The program aimed at elementary school students will learn about the mouse, which is the animal of this year’s lunar zodiac. The children will be able to make a white mouse 
doll and decorate it with natural moss, soil and stones.

In this issue, we would like to introduce readers to gallery cafes in Gijang. Even if you’re not familiar with art, you can freely enjoy a cup of tea while enjoying the sur-
rounding artwork, so be sure to make time for it.

It’s Winter Vacation Time
                                - Let's Have Fun Here! 
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Thinking hands

Siyeon Gallery

Café Nok 

Gallery Lee

Donghaeng Puer Tea Specialty Store

Songha Gallery Café

Gallery Cafe Joy

Popas Cafe Gallery

Exhibition type: Pottery

Location: 102-80, Byeongsan 1-gil, Jeonggwan-eup

Exhibition type: Paintings

Location: 22, Jeonggwandeoksan 2-gil, Jeonggwan-eup

Telephone: 728-8830

Exhibition type: Paintings

Location: 7-20 Midong-gil, Cheolma-myeon

Telephone: 781-5337

Exhibition type: Paintings

Location: 513, Cheolma-ro, Cheolma-myeon

Telephone: 010-2302-7078

Exhibition type: Pottery

Location: 13 Beonna-gil, 11 Anpyeong-ro, Cheolma-myeon

Telephone: 722-8692

Exhibition type: Painting & Origami

Location: 12-8, Chaseongseo-ro 101 beon-gil, Gijang-eup

Telephone: 010-9992-7306

Exhibition type: Mixed (monthly change of exhibit)

Location: 91 Guyeonbanggok-ro, Jeonggwan-eup

Exhibition type: Ceramics & Paintings

Location: 461 Chaseong-ro, Gijang- eup

Telephone: 010-3704-1681


